Why David Couper
Consulting?
We know people are the real bottom line. In fact, they are the front
line to your customers and your best brand ambassadors. But what
happens when you don’t have a pulse on engagement and employee
satisfaction? What is the real cost of employee disengagement?
When employees view their life and their work negatively the following occurs:
• Low productivity

• Tardiness

• Negative work atmosphere and culture

• High turnover

“As people see the world,
so they behave. If people
see the world as ‘life sucks’
then their behavior will follow
automatically from that.”
– Dave Logan, Ph.D.,
University of Southern
California

• Missed deadlines

		 Tribal Leadership; filmed
March 2009 at TEDxUSC

Unhappy employees ultimately translate into lost time and dollars.

HAPPY EMPLOYEES HAVE

31%

HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

37%

HIGHER SALES

3X

HIGHER CREATIVITY

Enter David Couper Consulting. We shine light in a disengaged organization and
empower and lead staff members to transcend the negativity into positivity. We improve
morale. We make work fun again! Maybe your employees are producing and meeting
the status quo, but there’s still something missing. We can help fill that missing gap by
connecting the dots for you. We transform performing employees into extraordinary
leaders who are energized and can lead their teams to lasting growth.
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How?
We support people in transforming their lives and work cultures through our pioneering,
heart-centered, transformational coaching programs and Leadership Development
Curriculum. We are truly committed to investing in the real bottom line—your people.
Through our individualized Leadership Development Training and Coaching Programs,
we uncover the underlying problems by connecting the dots so you can see the bigger
picture. Bad habits and limiting beliefs can obstruct your view to success. These
obstructions, or blocks, might stall productivity, but with DCC, this type of stagnation is
mendable. We rebuild executives and staff members by:
• Breaking down barriers
• Eliminating obstructions, or blocks
• Harnessing each person’s valuable strengths
• Growing powerful teams that are excited and empowered
• Helping them to shine their brightest
Our experienced executive coaches and leadership development team invest in your
staff members’ potential and create real, long-lasting results. When we work with your
employees, we accomplish more than just productivity:
• We partner in the execution of leadership self-mastery, inspiring deep trust and
collaboration.
• We facilitate heart-centered talent management through a focus on core strengths and
qualities.
• We create an organization with people who serve one vision and purpose through a
culture of holistic, conscious integrity.

“I have been having so much fun
‘working’ the time just flies. I’m
witnessing co-workers as team
players for the first time. It’s a
family like atmosphere and I love it.
Of course there are the exceptions
and trials but wow! What a
difference.
I have not forgotten my recently
acquired skills and have slowly
started sharing some of the
techniques you and I cultivated.
I have received kudos from my
boss and co-workers about my
communication skills. What is
amazing is they did not know the
previous person I was, but I’ve
shared the power of our sessions.”
– Coaching program participant,
Kaiser Permanente, Los Angeles

• We instill vital skills, like self-awareness, heart-centered communication, and deep
listening skills, to allow presence and efficiency to radiate.
Simply put: our job makes your job easier and a more prosperous one, too!
Call or email us today to see how we can support you in connecting the dots . . . for your
company.
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